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The 21st century has witnessed
remarkable advancements
in technology. Technology
is mak ing life easier and
improving work efficiency. As
in many other fields, dental
technology and devices are also
developing by incorporation
of digital approaches, which
is being defined as digital
dentistry. Nowadays, digital
technologies not only offer
solutions in dental clinics but
also serve as important tools
and techniques in dental education, which has the potential to
change the traditional methods.
Extended reality is a concept that refers to both real and visual
hybrid environments and human–machine interactions created by
computer technology and wearables. Visual knowledge and objects
are superimposed on the physical world in augmented reality. In
comparison with augmented reality, in virtual reality users are
completely immersed in a realistic digital world.
The most frequent dental applications of virtual reality and
augmented reality are implantology and orthognathic operations.
The development of reality devices enables the user to combine
and to incorporate visualized medical information and medical data.
Dental implant virtual planning has improved the accuracy of dental
implants being inserted, using either static guidance or dynamic
navigation. The static or dynamic navigation system transfers 3D
virtual planning into the surgical field.1 Computer-led surgery with
dynamic navigation could provide more advantages in dental
implantology as compared to the dental static guided systems. Such
types of systems superimpose a computed cone-beam tomography
depth, angle, and drill position on the images, which helps dentists
to avoid damage to critical structures and perform minimally
invasive operations.2 Application of such technology is also useful in
oral and maxillofacial surgery because computer-aided navigation
improves the accuracy of the procedures performed, while reducing
the operational risks. Sometimes, users have a head-mounted
display or glove that engages their visual senses, their headphones,
auditive senses, and gloves to provide them with a tactile feeling
for an immersive virtual experience.
During the dental rehabilitation, a picture-based strategy is
used to reconstruct smiles; up to now, this procedure has been
supported by mock-ups, video analysis, and 3D facial conceptions.
The advent of new technology enhances this program and reduces
the time consumed and possibility of error, when patients, clinicians,
and laboratories exchange their knowledge.3 Smile applications
for increased reality identify the smile in the image and replace
it with other smiles for the best fit. Practitioners can change the
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size and shape of their patients’ teeth to present to them the best
possible smile design.
Extended reality is being used in dentistry to help educate
dental students as well as to ensure that experienced dentists
keep their skills up-to-date. Haptic feedback provides another
immersive experience for enhancing manual dexterity and clinical
training.1 In dental education, virtual reality systems make the
process of preparing crowns or eliminating tooth decay easier,
safer, and more efficient. 4 Virtual tooth models are built for
simulating enamel, dentin, and pulp structures, regarding their
hardness properties. 5
The virtual articulator is a precise software tool that deals
with the functional aspects of occlusion in conjunction with
CAD/CAM systems.6 There are two types of virtual articulators: (i)
completely adjustable virtual articulator which uses an electronic
jaw registration system (jaw motion analyzer) to record/reproduce
real mandible movements and (ii) mathematically simulated
virtual articulator, based on mathematical simulation of articulator
movements.
A systematic analysis of the literature helped identify the
potential applications for augmented dental technology as oral
and maxillofacial surgery in 21 studies, restorative dentistry in five
studies, educational uses in four studies, and orthodontics in one
study. Most of the studies were conducted on phantoms (51%) and
patients (33%).7
The development of virtual reality seems to be a valuable
instrument for the dental community, which may shape the future
of dentistry. It will be our chance to play a leading role in this new
technology.
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